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ABSTRACT 

In India, English is ordinary as a language that complements profession prospects. It explains why 

call for English training has amplified among mother and father. But, the coaching and studying of 

English has been weighed down with bottlenecks, for this reason impacting getting to know 

consequences in terms of developing English understanding of beginners for practical purposes. 

The treating, coaching and getting to know of English as a topic, as opposed to as a language, and 

its function as a 'library language' had been boundaries to the proper attainment of language talents 

among students. At the same time as the issue exists for younger freshmen at the faculty stage, its 

blow is felt later in their lives, especially after they should use English for purposes of higher 

studying or jobs. Its miles visible that the thrill that is going with English education isn’t always in 

line with gaining knowledge of consequences that are miserably under average. The insertion of 

English certainly as a language and a medium of coaching and then treating it as a subject to be 

learnt through rote most effective for exam ratings have contributed to rendering the coaching-

gaining knowledge of English largely as a impractical pastime in phrases of learning outcomes. 

Maximum respondents suggested they enjoyed studying English. They expressed general 

agreement with regard to their English speaking capacity, are aware about the feature of gaining 

knowledge of English, sense they can prepare notes in their own, have man or woman and 

institution sports in college to learn English, have their teachers the usage of audiovisual aids, and 

experience the vocabulary and systems they use in textbooks are helpful in daily existence. The 

above challenges will be because of differences in college students' perceptions of what 'true' and 

‘first-rate’ English is, especially in urban, semi-city and rural areas. But, the fact is that the extent 

of English capacity of respondents from rural or small city regions, together with the only surveyed 

for the existing article isn’t enough in equipping them to get better training, or soaks up jobs. In 

this context, it is going to be favorable to assess how the use of home/local language, or mother 
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tongue, as medium of practice up to Grade 5, or even Grade 8, as in keeping with the brand new 

national schooling coverage (NEP) will impact college students capability in English. Reputedly, 

students who research within the English medium up to the above noted grades will revel in the 

early hors d'oeuvre advantage. This newsletter glances on the above factors. 

Key Words: Second language, Phonology, Grammar, language skills, pronunciation, Vocabulary. 

English Language Teaching In India: 
To begin with, let us admit the reality that learning English in a country like India is a dream for 

lots! Be it youngsters, young adults, adults or maybe advanced English beginners. Even though 

Hindi and Marathi languages are normally spoken in India, the English language still tops the list! 

Why is that this? 

One of the fundamental as well as the biggest causes for us to have a look at English and to sink in 

English is that it unlocks a countless wide variety of doors for better possibilities and opportunities. 

By way of getting to know English, you get a better risk to analyze in another country, and also 

you can get an advanced task opportunity with an amazing bundle and nobody could need to let go 

of that excellent bundle! You furthermore may get to trek overseas and considering English is a 

commonplace language spoken internationally, it receives simpler so one can converse and make 

your adventure a good deal simpler! 

The school days are the learning days which are not the same for every pupil in India. The faculty 

technique in India has ranges just like the Board, the CBSE, and so on. Which also locations the 

slab for the pupil to learn the English language as effects as it's far completed by way of the top 

institutes and top faculties stages. A pupil who is from a state board level or who's from a lingua 

franca level will now not have many chances to analyze English as better as those who're at the 

crest stage. Because the school system in India isn't equal for a pupil, how will a scholar or a 

learner, or a teacher who nevertheless wants to be glib in English make the most out of the learning 

system? 

 
Its miles truly stated; “Language comes next to food.” we're so intimately acquainted with our 

mother tongue that we take it as a right as we do respiration or on foot. With regards to getting to 

know of a foreign language like English the scenario is completely different and challenging. 

English, each as a language and as a medium of guidance has delivered inside the issues related to 

English language education state of affairs in India. It's far taught and learnt both as first and 2nd 

language in diverse international locations. Every yr, many Indian students visit pursue their 

research abroad in schools where the principle language of instruction is English. If the Indian 

students have spent a majority in their pre-college instructional life speaking and writing their local 

tongue, mastering English becomes a big problem, especially in relation to speaking and writing. 

Talking and writing  in English is an essential and inescapable issue of university life that every 

student ought to do if they need to get their diploma, which means Indian students don't have any 

desire however to grasp it. This article will talk four principal problems that Indian students face 

with English writing and the pinnacle answers to triumph over them. In mastering first language 

(L1) learner forms speech behavior unconsciously and in 2d language (L2) speech conduct are 

fashioned consciously and consequently the learner encounters several language learning troubles. 

English as a second language is complete of troubles for the foreign beginners as the learning 

conditions are different. It is on the whole synthetic and the learner has to make extra efforts to 
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examine it as a 2nd language. This have a look at is a try to carry out numerous problems 

associated with learning English as a second language. 

The moment the learner enters the English school room; various demanding situations are looking 

ahead to him. Few college students can also face problems in acquiring language capabilities and 

some in linguistic additives. Learner might also face problems in obtaining, knowing, searching for 

statistics or acquiring ability because of diverse reasons. The learner may additionally face problem 

with each oral and written language. Difficulties can be confronted by means of the learner in 

spotting, obtaining and the use of the additives that paperwork the linguistic abilities like listening, 

talking, analyzing and writing.  

Mastering a brand new language is one of the toughest matters your brain can do. Now not most 

effective do you need to mentally switch linguistically complex structures between the two 

languages, you also need to discover ways to think in a exceptional language. For this reason, 

studying English takes a variety of hard work and dedication, and is quality accomplished as part 

of a specialized direction that has been optimized to solve the demanding situations students face in 

an effective way. 

 

Here are the 4 biggest challenges the students face: 

1. SPELLING: 

Many phrases which might be otherwise unrelated and are spelled in a different way sound the 

same while spoken (as an instance, "pair" vs. "pear"). This isn't always a large problem in speech 

as humans can normally understand what you suggest from the context of what you're 

pronouncing, but grasping these spelling differences is critical if you want to be an effective 

written communicator. 

2. PRONUNCIATION: 

English is not a phonetic language; this means that terms are spelled in every other manner from 

the way they're spoken. Phrases which might be spelled precisely the identical may be spoken 

completely in any other case (as an example, "i'm able to study the newspaper" vs. "I study the 

newspaper"). Records these words are crucial for you to recognize each written and spoken 

English. 

3. IDIOMS AND SLANG: 

This area tends to be mainly complicated for college students because it's tough to train within the 

classroom. Slang encompasses all of the informal language that's used in daily speech. It isn't 

always necessarily grammatically correct, and may even sound nonsensical in case you do not 

know the context it's spoken in. 

The fine way for students to master slang and colloquialisms is through talking to local speakers, 

being attentive to popular culture (films, television, and many others.), and doing different matters 

to immerse themselves within the English language. This may serve a natural learning procedure so 

one can help them select up on cues consisting of voice tone and nonverbal cues. 
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4. VARIATIONS OF THE LANGUAGE: 

In terms of the sheer quantity of native and non-native speakers, English is the biggest language in 

the world. Through the years, this has induced many variations of it to seem and evolve differently 

in distinct elements of the sector. Accents, dialects, neighborhood phrases, slang, and other 

variations all play a position on this.  

This may be a critical hassle for English students who encounter special editions which include 

Scottish English for the first time. Being aware about those differences beforehand and taking them 

into consideration while speaking is critical if you want to avoid confusion.  

2nd Language novices frequently face difficulties in syntax and pronunciation because of the have 

an impact on in their L1. Forming irrelevant grammatical styles, saying certain sounds incorrectly 

or with difficulty, and puzzling gadgets of vocabulary are the major difficulties. That is referred to 

as L1 switch or "language interference". But, those switch consequences are generally more potent 

for novices' language manufacturing. The issue degree of the language can be decided on the 

premise of the learner’s notion of ways alien he feels English language is? Linguistically, Indian 

and English language differs from every different. The difference in English and Indian languages 

can be visible in problem matter regarding phonology, morphology and syntax. The distinction in 

linguistic discipline and the difficulties faced by way of the Indian students in gaining knowledge 

of English as 2nd language have been based on phonology; morphology and syntax. 

There are few extra demanding situations that Indian students face with English writing and the 

pinnacle answers to triumph over them are: 

1. Limited Vocabulary: 

Vocabulary may be very critical to any language; how else is everyone alleged to explicit them 

truly and be understood when they don’t recognize the words? It turns out that some Indian college 

students have a confined vocabulary, which makes writing in English a trouble. Which means that 

while the time comes to jot down an essay or mission, they’ll have problems know-how the topic 

and writing something this is intelligible? The problem with having a restrained vocabulary doesn’t 

just have an effect on the pupil's ability to jot down in English; it additionally affects their 

capability to analyze in a main manner because they're at an English-talking college. 

The solution for Indian students, in this situation, is for them to enhance their Standard English 

abilities by way of reading extra English literature. They should make this a dependency because 

now not best will it enlarge their vocabulary however also teach them the fine manner to apply 

words and construct practical sentences. Desirable reading materials encompass books, 

newspapers, and magazines, all of that may effortlessly be found on line or on the school library. 

They also can improve their English vocabulary with the aid of speaking with local English audio 

system and asking what the words they don’t recognize mean or looking them up later on. 
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2. Grammar and Sentence Structure: 

The policies of grammar and sentence construction are distinct for every language. Whilst non-

local English audio system writes in English, they'll subconsciously try and observe the policies in 

their language, which ends up in awkward grammar and sentence shape. In this phase, we're going 

to examine a number of the grammar and sentence structure variations between English and one of 

the normally spoken languages in India: Hindi. 

When it comes to grammar, Hindi speakers have a tendency to overuse the non-stop tense. As an 

example, as opposed to pronouncing, “I don’t recognize the answer,” they will say something like, 

“i'm no longer knowing the solution.” that is due to the fact there's no correspondence in the 

manner tenses (beyond, gift, gift non-stop, and future) are used when expressing what they mean in 

Hindi, and that they think the equal applies to English. Any other problem is that the Hindi 

language does no longer have the auxiliary verb ‘do’, and this is why some Indian students can say 

such things as, “What you need?” instead of, “What do you want?”. 

Whilst it comes to condemn structure, a first-rate distinction which can purpose issues is that 

English uses the problem-item-Verb structure, while Hindi makes use of the difficulty-Verb-item 

structure. Another difference that has the ability to cause troubles is that English makes use of 

prepositions while Hindi uses what is called “postpositions.” which means that in place of the 

proposition coming after the noun or pronoun it qualifies, it comes after it. 

The solution to this problem for Indian college students is to examine grammar books. There are 

also some brilliant grammar resources on line they are able to use, such as The Grammar Girland 

Grammarly handbook. These resources will train them essential grammar guidelines and the way 

to construct sentences. Also, they could use grammar checkers like Grammarly whilst writing as a 

way to decrease errors. 

3. Wrong Attitude: 

Some Indian colleges students have the incorrect attitude closer to English that can impede their 

ability to talk, read, and write it. This is especially true for college kids with cultural backgrounds 

that put into effect a deep dedication to their language and/or harbor bad attitudes in the direction 

of human beings from English speaking countries. Some other hassle is that a few humans are 

afraid to make errors and don’t virtually try to get better at English to keep away from the feeling 

of shame or failure. Ultimately, they don’t even hassle seeking help from their professor or maybe 

their peers whilst they're struggling with anything English-associated, along with writing 

assignments. 

Conclusion:  
The solution is to help these students take into account that English is a beneficial language and 

could serve them well even if they return to India. Even in India, meals labels, scientific 

commands, streets symptoms, movie tickets, and even authorities or medical institution paperwork 

are in English. Because of this studying English is an essential device with a view to empower 

them each at home and overseas. Making them recognize this is the way to exchange the terrible 

attitude they'll have toward English and inspire them to triumph over their speaking, analyzing, and 
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writing troubles. Those are the 3 primary troubles that Indian college students face with regards to 

learning English. As you may see, the answers aren't that complicated and can help any scholar this 

is suffering with these issues grasp their English skills past writing. 
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